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The effects of a global pandemic like Covid-19 are felt by everyone – both in public and
private life. In order to prevent or slow down the spread, we must all take active steps to
prevent the proliferation and spreading of aggressive viruses and bacteria. With a view to
driving this forward and making measures as easy as possible to implement, we have
compiled a number of helpful solutions for hygiene protection. Let's get active together!
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When hospitals are running out of beds , large halls must be converted for emergency
use. Our partition wall system not only helps to use the available space as efficiently as
possible, but also to protect individual privacy. Self-assembly Cleanroom kits for further
treatments are available too. Always tailored to your individual needs and requirements. 
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Adapted in size and number. Our team of experts will be happy to provide further
information and advice. In the following, we are going to show you how to best protect
people from high-risk groups.
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QUICK AND SIMPLE.
AVAILABLE AT SHORT NOTICE.
EASY TO CLEAN.

Simple and modular thanks to the
combination of panels, uprights and beams.
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HEALTH CARE
Mobile Emergency Units

Fast reaction: for more treatment beds.
To compensate for the increasing lack of treatment rooms, our
partition wall system can be used to build rooms for emergency
hospitals. This enables medical examinations in separate cabins 
in next to no time.

Thanks to the quick and easy installation and/or conversion
and the wide range of accessories, our partition wall system is
immediately ready for use and can be perfectly adapted to the
individual field of application.

The modular design allows for easy and
quick extensions.
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CLEANROOM ATMOSPHERE
WITH OUR
CLEANROOM KITS.

Cleanroom cabin made of resistant
aluminium and acrylic glass
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When standard partition walls are not enough.
Wherever a cleanroom atmosphere is required, our cleanroom
kits are the perfect solution. By means of our optional filter 
fan units (FFU) the air from inside the cabin is pressed 
outwards, providing a dust-free treatment room. 
The components used are made of aluminium and acrylic 
glass and are particularly easy to clean.

In addition, we also offer full service from individual advice to
delivery and installation (if required).

Our self-assembly kits are available
in different sizes.

HEALTH CARE
Treatment Cabins
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Clearly
separated areas
for a safe visit

KEEP IN TOUCH
AND STAY SAFE
IN ALL AREAS.
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The modular design permits the
installation of opaque panels and
acrylic glass as desired.

Personal visits with a good and safe feeling.
In private life, there is nothing that could ever replace
personal contact. To enable visits to facilities of all kinds,
both sides must be protected. Visiting rooms built with our
modular wall system can be quickly and easily adapted to
different needs in terms of size and material.

HEALTH CARE
Visiting Rooms
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